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A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

The best entrepreneurial ideas stem from the founders’
desires to solve real and pressing problems. So I was
not surprised to receive a call from Cian at the outset
of the Coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic with a solution
to an emerging issue – that of fuelling frontline
workers nationwide.
His vision was simple: provide nourishing meals and
snacks to sustain health staff through the pandemic
pressures while supporting Irish food services whose

John F. Kennedy once said that the best thing about the

revenues had plummeted. Confined to home, the people

Irish is our “remarkable combination of hope, confidence,

of Ireland wanted to help but didn’t know how. Feed the

and imagination”. He continued: “We need men who

Heroes became a conduit for the nation’s generosity and

can dream of things that never were and ask why not.”

appreciation, channelled into tangible actions that made

Though the project is now over, its legacy isn’t. I hope that

a difference. And what a difference!

Feed the Heroes will serve as inspiration for all those
who dream of social solutions to social problems – and

Feed the Heroes is proof that people power gets

encourage them to ask, “why not?”

things done. There was an outpouring of support from
donors, who ranged from seven-years-old to eightyseven-years-young. Our world-class team of talented
volunteers moved at the speed of ideas to start, scale

Helen Fullen

and wind down an ambitious nationwide initiative in

Chair, Feed the Heroes

just fourteen weeks. Their passion, agility and dogged
determination transformed a simple idea into a widereaching movement of support, solidarity and community

Feed the Heroes was a perfect

spirit. With a remote, data and tech-driven approach – and

opportunity for us as a country

minimal operational cost – this was “the best team I’ve

to harness the practical talents of

(still) never met!”

business entrepreneurship with

Food is fuel, but it is also comfort, warmth and care.

the compassionate goals of social

“It was like a giant national hug”, one frontline worker

impact at an extraordinary time

told me. The initiative provided nourishment to all of

in our history that called for

us, sustaining health staff and restaurants and lifting
the spirits of the donors, entrepreneurs, volunteers and

collective effort.

companies who were proud to be involved.
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A MESSAGE FROM
THE FOUNDER

We had just been told to begin locking down, the country
was isolating and fearful. In the midst of this, courageous
women and men were going to work as frontline staff,
ensuring that most of us would remain safe. Feed the
Heroes began as a thank you; a gesture of solidarity and
gratitude for those who help us.
I am fortunate to have family within the health service,
I have seen first-hand how self-sacrificing these people
are. They continually give when asked and as Covid-19

Being in a position to deliver on this promise for the

arrived in Ireland, and they were asked to step up again,

duration of the pandemic was an immense privilege.

not one of them flinched. It was clear this would be a

It would not have been possible without the support

marathon, not a sprint. My hope was that people would

of the Irish people who donated in the tens of thousands

contribute to a fund that sent the vital message of thanks

to ensure our frontline workers were looked after as best

and solidarity to the frontline.

we could. It would have also been impossible without
the incredible volunteer team who formed and selflessly

As the pandemic progressed, we
could see that those, who were

gave their time to coordinating the project nationwide,
ultimately delivering over 200,000 meals. It would not
have been possible without the small business and food

toiling days on end in full PPE, in

service firms who backed this project from inception and

ICU units, across isolated testing

sustained themselves as best they could to keep fueling

centres or in labs running 24 hours

the frontline.

a day, were exhausted. While our

It is rare one gets to be part of something like this, it is,

resources were relatively little,

hopefully rare, that such an event will call for this kind of

we were able to deliver warming

response once more. I am immensely proud of what Feed
the Heroes ultimately achieved and I remain in awe of the

high-quality meals and a real sense

powerful effort, self-sacrifice and commitment shown by

of solidarity and appreciation to

teams of healthcare workers across the frontline. It’s been

those we fed.

an honour to serve them.

Cian O’Flaherty
Co-Founder, Feed the Heroes
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A MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT OF IRELAND
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ABOUT FEED THE HEROES

What is Feed the Heroes?

What is the legacy of

Feed the Heroes was an initiative in Ireland that

Feed the Heroes?

raised money from donors to buy meals and snacks
from restaurants and food businesses during Covid-19
restrictions, and deliver the food to frontline workers
for free.

Feed the Heroes raised morale for tens of thousands
of frontline workers in the first wave of the Covid-19
pandemic, and provided employment for small and
medium sized businesses throughout Ireland during this
time. It harnessed the goodwill and collaborative effort

When did it take place?

of individuals, donors and corporates, and facilitated
new and innovative partnerships that will endure post

The campaign ran for 14 weeks, starting in mid-March

pandemic. Best practices continue to be shared on steps

2020 when the Government announced restrictions to

to start, scale and successfully wind up a short-term

safeguard public health.

philanthropic initiative.

How much money did it raise?
Feed the Heroes raised more than 1.41 million in funds
from individual donors on GoFundMe and from corporate
donors. When combined with in-kind donations and more
than 5,000 volunteer hours, the total project value was in
excess 5.84 million.

How did it work in practice?
The campaign bought more than 200,000 meals and
snacks from food businesses in Ireland, paid for more than
5,000 care boxes and delivered them to frontline workers
in hospitals, pharmacies, labs, testing centres, nursing
homes and emergency services to show support and
solidarity and sustain them in a time of pressure.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Feed the Heroes was a 14-week

The emergence of Covid-19 in Ireland in early 2020 and

philanthropic initiative seeking

the resulting lockdown to protect public health put food

to illustrate solidarity with

service businesses in Ireland under pressure, with many
ceasing to trade. At the same time, frontline workers

frontline workers and support

such as healthcare, contact tracing centre, testing centre,

food businesses by purchasing

laboratory, Garda and emergency services personnel

meals during the Covid-19

worked considerably longer hours in unacquainted
environments, resulting in elevated stress.

pandemic.
Feed the Heroes sought to support and show solidarity
with frontline workers by supplying nutritious meals
and boxes of snacks to sustain them and boost morale.
By buying from businesses that were suffering loss of
revenue during the lockdown, the initiative wanted to
provide income and security for those businesses and
their employees.
The Feed the Heroes model raised funds and in-kind
contributions for the campaign from individual and
corporate donors. This enabled people and companies
to contribute (albeit indirectly) to the pandemic effort
and, where appropriate, attract positive media and social
media coverage of their charitable donations.
Throughout the initiative, Feed the Heroes maintained six
core values – empathy, optimism, partnership, service to
others, transparency and trustworthiness. It set out broad
aims and specific objectives, including a goal to raise
1.7 million and deliver 225,000 nutritious meals.
From the outset, Feed the Heroes strictly adhered to the
Charities Governance Code, which included carrying out
a risk assessment and developing a business plan. The
campaign aligned well with the needs of stakeholders:
frontline workers under pressure, food businesses affected
by the pandemic and organisations seeking to achieve
corporate social responsibility goals.
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A 25-strong team of volunteers drove the nationwide

As well as boosting morale and productivity among

campaign, collectively contributing 5,150 hours, valued

frontline workers, safeguarding employment in the food

at 257,500, and for each of those hours working the

supply industry and generating awareness of the needs of

campaign raised 277 and delivered the equivalent of

those two groups nationally, Feed the Heroes will have a

1.5 meals a minute.

lasting impact on the charitable sector in Ireland.

Marketing targeted social media and mainstream media
and created a high level of public awareness – a B&A
survey showed that even before prompting with visual
material, 3 in 5 people in a nationally representative
survey were aware of the initiative.

Feed the Heroes raised 1,416,342,
purchased and delivered 201,447
meals from 111 suppliers and
secured products for 5,298 care
boxes to the value of 105,884.
The numbers of funds raised and meals delivered fell
short of the targets that Feed the Heroes stated at the
outset; however the gap can be explained by the arc
of the pandemic in the early months – the needs of
stakeholders lessened before the end of the 14-week
campaign.
In other respects, Feed the Heroes met or surpassed
expectations. A study carried out to assess the initiative’s
impact showed that the vast majority (89%) of frontline
workers and 90% of suppliers to Feed the Heroes derived
benefit from the campaign.
Feed the Heroes inspired other charitable efforts,
including the Big Rugby Run, which is now set to become
an annual event to support deserving causes.
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CAMPAIGN
REVIEW

1,416,342
5,150
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MISSION AND VALUES

The mission of Feed the Heroes was to show solidarity
with frontline workers during the first wave of the
Covid-19 pandemic, and to provide them with nourishing
meals to support their efforts, mitigate their stress, boost
their morale and improve their wellbeing. Having a
defined mission statement helped to focus resources on
Feed the Heroes’ objectives.
Having clear values can provide an organisation with
a framework to guide its people and actions. Feed the
Heroes drew its core values from the rationale behind the
campaign and from the virtues of its volunteers: empathy,
optimism, partnership, trustworthiness, transparency and
service to others. Our research showed that volunteers
with Feed the Heroes were committed to the shared
philosophy that emerged from the organisation’s values.

Feed the Heroes’ Mission
“Feed the Heroes intends to support and
exemplify solidarity with frontline workers
by distributing nutritious meals to nourish
them, elevate physical wellbeing, increase
morale and mitigate stress.”
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Values
Service to Others

Empathy

Optimism

Enabling our beneficiaries to

We recognise, profoundly appreciate

We establish high

optimally perform in their roles

and share the hardships confronted

expectations of ourselves

and deliver socioeconomic

by our beneficiaries.

and consistently strive

prosperity through an immense

enthusiastically towards

challenge forms the foundation

our goals.

of our activities.

Transparency

Partnership

We are perpetually candid in

Feed the Heroes is

our communications and

composed of individuals

embrace open disclosure
of information, remaining
accountable for our actions.

Trustworthiness
We unerringly pursue ethical
standards by espousing honestly and
rigidly adhering to moral principles
to inspire trust while aligning our

of diverse backgrounds,
working together for
the sole purpose of
meeting the needs of
our beneficiaries.

behaviours with our words.
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WHY FEED THE HEROES WAS NEEDED?

During the first months of

A lack of protective equipment and clinical resources put

the Covid-19 pandemic, an

the healthcare system under pressure in the early months

estimated 700,000 people

of Covid-19 in Ireland. Newly graduated or returning
clinicians were fast-tracked into hospitals, and everyone

in Ireland, or around 30% of

needed to build confidence in pandemic medicine on the

the working population, lost

job, including taking the place of family members beside

employment. Meanwhile,

dying patients. Frontline personnel in general faced the
worry and stigma of bringing the virus home to their

frontline workers immediately

loved ones, and many healthcare professionals fell ill or

operating in the fight against

needed to self-isolate, resulting in staff shortages that

Covid-19 needed to work

compounded the stress and anxiety for their colleagues.

long hours under stressful

Research by Price Waterhouse Cooper (2020) showed

conditions.

that food services was one of the hardest hit business
sectors in Ireland in the early part of the pandemic.
A lack of customers and cash flow, supply chain
disruption and difficulty in containing costs were among
the challenges that faced food businesses, and many
anticipated liquidation.
Research by OpinionX revealed that members of the
public wanted to contribute to efforts to fight the
pandemic, and to show support to frontline workers and
local businesses, but were limited in their actions by the
restriction of staying at home. Meanwhile, businesses also
wanted to help. Organisations saw the opportunity for
corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives to support
efforts against the pandemic, with a secondary benefit of
positive exposure.
Feed the Heroes operated within this matrix of
stakeholder needs, enabling donors to fund a cause
that provided custom for food business and support
for frontline workers.
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Stakeholder Requirements

Confidence of New
& Returning Doctors

Confidence in
New Roles

Personal Protective
Equipment Availability

Overcome
Stigmatisation

Health of Workers

Food Businesses

Revenue Sources

Cash Flow

Trading Continuity

Prevent Liquidation

Donors

Contribute to
Covid-19 Response

2020

Demonstrate
Appreciation of
Frontline Workers

Businesses

Contribute to
Covid-19 Response

Corporate Social
Responsibility

Media Exposure
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

Feed the Heroes also sought to

The objectives of the Feed the Heroes campaign exhibited

sustain frontline workers in Ireland

substantial coherence with national policy. The expression

during the Covid-19 pandemic.

of solidarity and support for frontline staff through the
delivery of meals reinforced the government’s efforts of
extenuating the pressure exerted on those individuals by
flattening the curve.
The initiative had two objectives:
(a) to demonstrate public solidarity with frontline
workers and sustain them, and
(b) to support Irish food businesses.
To meet these objectives, Feed the Heroes provided meals
and care boxes for frontline staff across Ireland, and these
meals and care boxes were produced and delivered by
local restaurants, caterers and food producers.
In order to achieve these aims, Feed the Heroes mapped
out several objectives at the start of the project.
One objective was to raise 1.7 million through
a multitude of sources, including philanthropic
crowdfunding and corporate donations.
Feed the Heroes proposed to deliver 225,000 nutritious
meals as well as messages of support to frontline staff
around the country, to sustain them and boost their
morale over the projected 12-week fight against Covid-19.
This could indirectly help the national effort
to tackle the pandemic.
Feed the Heroes also sought to support food businesses
negatively affected by the pandemic. By buying meals
from such firms and paying promptly, the initiative
wanted to help businesses to remain in operation and
to keep their staff employed.
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Feed the Heroes’ Vertical Coherence
Feed the Heroes

Meals

Purchases

Frontline Workers

Business

Finance

Flatten the Curve

Government

Frontline Worker Categories Served
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TEAM AND VOLUNTEERS

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

PROJECT PARTNERS

Helen Fullen (Chair)
Cian O’Flaherty
Siobhan Lavery
Edel McCarthy
Brendan Murphy
Ger Penny
Rob Ryan

Richard Cantwell
Jonathan Lavery
Torlogh O’Boyle
Dan O’Doherty
John Martin

VOLUNTEERS
Marcelo Boccuzzi
Katie Chapman
Susie Dardis
Irene Dehaene
Tim Hawkins
Tad McAllister
Aoife McHale
Ed Meaney
Kelly O’Flaherty
Daryl O’Regan
Margaret Penny
Wai Phang
Delia Reilly
Lisa Slattery
Adam Tallon
Olga Torok
Claire O’Connell
Louise Smith
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CORPORATE DONORS

2020

IN-KIND SUPPLIER DONORS
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Individual and
Corporate Donors

HOW IT
WORKED

Activities

Fundraising
Financial
Management
Marketing
Procurement
Logistics

Time
Expertise
Governance
Planning

Inputs

Leverage the
Donations and
Make Food Orders

Food
Producers

Make and Distribute
Nutritious Meals

Frontline
Staff
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INPUTS – TIME, EXPERTISE,
GOVERNANCE AND PLANNING
Time and expertise
Feed the Heroes was driven by a team of 25 volunteers
with diverse skill sets who collectively contributed
5,150 hours to the campaign, valued at 257,500. For
every volunteer hour worked, the campaign raised
277 and delivered 39 meals, the equivalent of 1.5
meals per minute. In addition, the seven experienced
individuals who made up the Feed the Heroes Board
of Trustees brought their experience, expertise and an
entrepreneurial mindset to the initiative.

Governance and Planning
The Board of Trustees recognised their responsibilities
to stakeholders and applied a high degree of rigour and
governance to the structures underpinning the project.
The project strictly adhered to the Charities Governance
Code and the Board of Trustees submitted an application
for charitable status to the Irish Charities Regulator.
However, the project ended before the process of getting
charitable status was complete.
In line with the Code’s requirements, Feed the Heroes
carried out a comprehensive risk assessment and outlined
a structured business plan within two weeks of the
project commencing. The Feed the Heroes business plan
provided details of objectives and expected income,
and the campaign applied agile principles, testing and
learning to establish optimal processes and adopting
decentralised decision-making. This agile approach
allowed Feed the Heroes to achieve the scale of
operations necessary to meet the demands of both donors
and frontline staff throughout 14 weeks of operations.

2020
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FINANCING FEED THE HEROES

Value & Number of Donations
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Feed the Heroes raised funds for its activities in two

Value of Donations

€100,000

Number of Donations

Fundraising

Number of Donations

amounted to 1,416,342.
The campaign instantly gained traction, raising more

Cash on Hand
€700,000

than 270,000 in the first week (15th March 2020). By
value of donations began to decrease, aligning with the
declining number of Covid-19 cases in Ireland. GoFundMe

€600,000

Amount of Cash

week five (12th April 2020) the number and average

€500,000
€400,000

Cash on Hand
¤42,570

€300,000
€200,000

fees totaling 31,534, or 2.2% of total funds raised, and

€100,000

nominal administrative costs of 3,000 were the total

¤–

costs incurred by Feed the Heroes.
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Financial management
During the 14-week initiative, Feed the Heroes focused

Burn Rate
€250,000

on managing short-term working capital. The level of
donations exceeded early operational capacity. Then, as

€150,000

Cash Flow

cash rose from week three to week four as the volume of

€200,000
€100,000
€50,000
¤0

capacity expanded, Feed the Heroes reduced its level of

-€50,000

cash steadily from week four. Due to the growing needs

-€150,000

of frontline workers, week six to eight saw a decrease of

-€250,000

cash and rise in burn rate. The project aligned cash inflow
with outflow from week nine. Remaining funds at the end

-€100,000
-€200,000
Week
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Week

Week

Week

Week

Week

Week

Week

4

5

6

7

8

9
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12

13
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15

Number of Donations

of the project were distributed between four charities.
These were ICHH, Peter McVerry Trust, Pieta and the Irish
Cancer Society.
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PROCUREMENT AND LOGISTICS

Adoption of innovative

The 12% of accommodation and food services who

procurement and supply chain

continued their operations during the lockdown could

technology allowed Feed The

only operate within a two-kilometre radius for some
ten weeks. Feed the Heroes’ nimble and responsive

Heroes to remain flexible and

procurement policy defined geography, capacity, quality

to optimise delivery agility.

and value as the four principles for selecting suppliers.

Throughout the campaign, the

Feed the Heroes used a legal, regulatory and policy

purposeful use of smart analytics

framework oriented towards humanitarian aid actions.

drove continuous process

The initiative’s strategy on the procurement of food

improvement daily, and

conforms to European Commission guidelines and OECD
emergency procurement policies.

supported an operating model
that advanced business excellence
within procurement and supply
chain functions.

Feed the Heroes’ procurement activities coincided with
demand, responding to localised Covid-19 outbreaks
and concentrating efforts on those regions worst afflicted
by Covid-19.
International benchmarking shows that Feed the Heroes’
procurement and market practices were efficient, and
a county-by-county analysis of the numbers of meals
delivered shows a high degree of fairness in distribution.
The initiative’s procurement policies were readily
available on its website, and weekly updates enabled
further accountability and transparency. To establish
an effective audit and control system, key performance
indicators such as unit cost, number of suppliers and
sites served were tracked from week two of the initiative.
This allowed for monitoring of costs, ensured fairness of
distribution and facilitated the independent third-party
audit of procurement activities.

2020
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MEALS DELIVERED BY COUNTY

0-5,000
5,001-20,000
20,000+
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MARKETING

Feed the Heroes was an

The success of Feed the Heroes was driven not only by

emotive, prosocial initiative

the people and organisations that donated to and worked

which resonated with the Irish

with the initiative but also by a massive marketing effort.
A proactive PR approach harnessed donated advertising

community who ultimately drove

inventory, experienced marketing volunteers and

the crowdfunding campaign.

agencies working pro bono as well as high profile brand

The campaign’s success was

partnerships. This concerted focus on marketing helped
Feed the Heroes become a national movement.

underpinned by a consistent and
comprehensive marketing strategy.

The hashtag #FeedtheHeroes generated 59.2 million
impressions across Twitter, Facebook, Instagram
and LinkedIn.
Facebook was the most efficient platform, generating
8,000 impressions per post, with 74% of post impression
traffic derived from Facebook advertising credits. However,
Instagram gained the largest following, 42% above that
of the average European non-profit organisation.
Daily tweets were mapped against the daily number of
GoFundMe donations. Notably, the PSA Academies’ virtual
relay challenge “The Big Rugby Run” generated a sharp
rise in tweets on May 9th 2020, which was followed by an
increase in the number of donations on 10th May 2020.
Print, broadcast and online media coverage of Feed the
Heroes in 1,115 articles also contributed to the number
of donations. A significant increase in engagement was
seen on 26th March 2020 following RTÉ Morning Ireland’s
coverage of the initiative and on 3rd April 2020 following
an article in the Sunday Independent.
Two-thirds of the Irish population indicated awareness
of the initiative within six weeks of its conception, with
social media forming the principal source of information,
emphasising the efficiency of the Feed the Heroes’ digital
marketing campaign.
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KEY PARTNERSHIP CAMPAIGNS

Nissan Active Challenge
The Nissan Active Challenge, launched by Nissan Ireland,
sought to raise funds on behalf of Feed the Heroes. The
Challenge invited individuals to upload a video to social
media of how they remained active while at home. Nissan
Ireland donated 5 to Feed the Heroes for every video
uploaded with the hashtag #NissanActiveChallenge. Irish
sports stars, including Niall Quinn, Rob Heffernan and
Sene Naoupu, participated and conveyed their support for
frontline staff.

“The campaign encourages people
to help by simply sharing all the
amazing things they are doing at
home, and in doing so, actively
raise awareness about Feed the
Heroes initiative.”
Amar Jacob, In the Company
of Huskies, Co-creators of
Nissan Active Challenge
Manor Farm Feed the Heroes Cookbook
Manor Farm collaborated with their brand ambassador,
Adrian Martin to develop a Feed The Heroes cookbook.
Chefs, foodies and influencers provided the go-to chicken
recipes that they enjoy making at home. Contributors
included Darina Allen, Rachel Allen, Simon Delaney, JP
McMahon, Jess Redden, Dean Coppard and Sharon HearneSmith. The recipe book was available as an e-book for
a donation of 20 on the dedicated Feed the Heroes
Cookbook fundraising page. All donations from the recipe
book went directly to Feed the Heroes.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Olytico carried out an analysis of Feed the Heroes on
social media between March and June 2020:
The analysis included 8,567 tweets about Feed the
Heroes, shared by 3,472 different accounts, and the
#FeedtheHeroes conversation had a reach of
9.2 million and garnered 59.2 million impressions.
Leinster Rugby was a key driver of engagement on
Instagram, generating 20,000+ likes and 143 comments.
On LinkedIn, the #HospitalityFeedtheHeroes challenge
drove the majority of conversation, with many of these
videos driving positive engagement.

2020
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PUBLIC AWARENESS

In May 2020, B&A carried out a nationally representative
online omnibus survey of 1,021 adults in Ireland aged
18+ about their awareness of Feed the Heroes.
The survey found that:
3 in 5 of the population had a core awareness (i.e. without
prompting of visuals of activity) of Feed the Heroes
– a very high level for such a new initiative.
After prompting with visuals of activity, two thirds
of the population were aware of the campaign.
Awareness was high across all demographics,
but especially among females.
The initiative gained traction across all media sources but
social media was the key source of awareness, especially
for those under 35 years. Word of mouth also contibuted,
especially in the younger cohort.

63%

Are aware of the
Feed the Heroes
Charity initiative

There is greater awareness amongst
women at 71% vs 56% men
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PUBLIC SOLIDARITY AND SUPPORT

Feed the Heroes highlighted the persistent work and

•

Repak, a not-for-profit firm advocating recycling and

sacrifice made by frontline workers in the Covid-19

sustainable management of packaging waste, who

pandemic and inspired support from society.

donated 11,000 to Feed the Heroes by providing
1 for each individual signing up to their Team Green

Fundamentally, Feed the Heroes functioned as a platform,

membership, which offers recycling education

allowing society to demonstrate appreciation of frontline
staff through donations. Some of the donors included:
•

•

•

“These meals are for people who

Fiachra, a seven-year-old boy who donated 5 of his

are actually putting their own

savings to express gratitude to frontline workers for

health and their own lives at risk

tending to those afflicted by Covid-19

every day when they go into work.

Dublin artist Shauna Harrison, who donated 100%

And so many people have joined

of the profits of her ‘Share Good News’ drawings to

up to help them as well. We are also

the initiative

trying to look after them. It is

The Irish rugby sevens team, who completed a

a real feel-good initiative and one

crowdfunding event in which they donated a signed

of the best things I have ever done.”

jersey in aid of the Feed the Heroes campaign.
Feed the Heroes also inspired other initiatives, such as
89% of individual donors surveyed believed the Feed

The Big Rugby Run and Nissan Active Challenge, which

the Heroes campaign facilitated national unity.

helped to shine a light on the efforts of and challenges
faced by frontline workers.

Local food businesses nationally collaborated with
Feed the Heroes to deliver meals to frontline staff.

62% of corporate donors surveyed expressed contentment

This experience considerably uplifted these organisations,

and pride in helping frontline workers through the

with three in four suppliers surveyed stating that their

Feed the Heroes campaign, and 77% said they had a

employees expressed pride with their involvement

greater appreciation for frontline workers due to their

in the Feed the Heroes campaign. Some organisations

involvement in the project.

introduced fundraising initiatives in aid of Feed
the Heroes. They included:
•

Irish chicken producer Manor Farm, Irish chefs and
food influencers cooperating to design an e-cookbook
that raised 8,000 for Feed the Heroes

2020
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IMPACT AND
EVALUATION
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HOW FEED THE HEROES WAS EVALUATED

With expert guidance, the impact

Qualitative and quantitative research, including semi-

of the Feed the Heroes campaign

structured interviews with Feed the Heroes’ volunteers,

was evaluated from the outset.
This was complimented by a team
from the UCD Michael Smurfit
Graduate Business School.

a census of meal suppliers, volunteers, corporate donors
and in-kind donors, and a sample of frontline workers was
carried out.
A semi-structured interview with an industry expert
provided knowledge of procurement and the business
challenges during the pandemic. The evaluation team
also analysed the campaign’s media channels, published
material, internal reports and official statistics.
To assess the contribution of Feed the Heroes, the team
used the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development) DAC (Development Assistance
Committee) evaluation criteria of relevance, coherence,
effectiveness, efficiency, impact and sustainability.
This framework reviews at a project’s contextual needs
and objectives in relation to its inputs, activities, outputs,
outcomes and impacts:
• Inputs infer the resources necessary to undertake
an intervention, including financial, human and
material resources
• Activities refer to the endeavours of the project to
convert its inputs into outputs
• Outputs include the goods and services produced by
the intervention
• Outcomes refer to the short and medium-term effects
of an intervention’s outputs
• Impacts are the long-term positive and negative
effects of an intervention – primary and secondary,
intended and unintended

2020
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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF FEED THE HEROES

Economic Impact

Number of Employees Rehired

Feed the Heroes delivered economic impacts. The project
meant that individuals working in the food business

5%

%
17

involved remained employed or were rehired to meet the
demand associated with Feed the Heroes’ meal purchases.
Sustaining employment not only helped the individuals,

33%

it also meant continued revenue from taxation and less
more than 16,000.

28%

Government spending on social welfare payments of

95% of Feed the Heroes’ suppliers indicated that their
participation in the campaign safeguarded employee
roles, amounting to an average of five jobs per

17%

organisation. This avoided a potential rise in government
expenditure on associated social welfare payments of
over 16,000 per year per individual.

0
5%

1–2
33%

3–4
17%

5–6
28%

7+
17%

Supply Chain continuity
Feed the Heroes had secondary effects on the supply-

Feed the Heroes’ Economic Impact

chain partners of its meal suppliers. This meant supply
chain continuity and less disruption to the supply of

FOODSERVICE INDUSTRY

GOVERNMENT OF IRELAND

goods and services. Short credit terms and prompt
payment of meal suppliers facilitated the liquidity
needed to source products and ingredients. Feed the
Heroes had an appreciable impact on the restaurants,
cafés, and commercial catering firms involved, and the

EMPLOYMENT

FOOD SUPPLY CHAINS

campaign accounted for 0.5% of the revenues of all such
food business in Ireland during its 14-week campaign.
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IMPACT ON FRONTLINE WORKERS

Support and Solidarity with Frontline Workers

Feed the Heroes delivered inspirational messages as
well as meals to frontline workers, and 90% of the

Feed the Heroes sought to raise funds to deliver

frontline staff that we surveyed acknowledged that

nutritious meals and to enhance morale among frontline

receiving nutritious meals and care boxes increased

frontline workers and thereby indirectly help tackle

their productivity and morale.

Covid-19.
In practice, Feed the Heroes raised 1.4 million through

Distribution of Meals by Beneficiary

direct donations. A further 4.4 million of in-kind

3% 2%
5%

donations were obtained from a diverse range of firms

%

including Microsoft, Dominos, Camile Thai, OpinionX and
12

Volkswagen. The total project value was 5.8 million.
The arc of the pandemic and demands on frontline
15 %

workers meant that Feed the Heroes achieved 89% of
its goal to deliver 225,000 nutritious meals. Covid-19

63 %

cases in Ireland started to decline from the project’s
fifth operating week – 19th April 2020.
However, Feed the Heroes did deliver 201,447 nutritious
meals to 143 sites across the country. 63% of meals
were delivered to hospitals, 15% to laboratories, 12%
to emergency services, 5% to Covid-19 testing centres,

Hospitals 63%

2% to contact tracing centres and 3% to other frontline

Laboratories 15%

staff sites.

Emergency Services 12%
Testing Centres 5%

The campaign also supplied 5,298 care boxes to

Other 3%

pharmacies, general practitioners, primary care centres,

Contact Tracing Centres 2%

nursing homes and frontline charities. These care boxes
contained a variety of snacks intended to elevate morale.

Projected Objectives

Objective Type

Result

Raise 1.7 Million

Output

Raised 1,416,342

Deliver 225,000 nutritious meals

Output

Deliver 201,447 nutritious meals

Enhance morale

Outcome

Morale enhanced

Indirectly assist Covid-19 treatment
and mitigation

Outcome

Marginally assisted Covid-19
treatment and mitigation

Effectiveness of Outputs and Outcomes

Total

2020
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Feed the Heroes increased
the awareness of the difficult
circumstances and psychological
stress that frontline workers
experience when performing their
roles, particularly in a pandemic.
It is a fact, exposure to constant psychological strain
engenders burnout resulting in lower productivity
and ultimately, absenteeism from frontline workers.
Nevertheless, support and appreciation from the general
public, stemming from their positive opinions of frontline
workers, holds the potential to enhance frontline workers’
wellbeing.
89% of frontline workers surveyed asserted that this
appreciation provided emotional support and reduced
stress, resulting in greater productivity and satisfaction.
Moreover, this elevated wellbeing may prove critical to
assisting frontline staff in combatting future waves of
Covid-19.

Case study: NVRL
During the Covid-19 pandemic, frontline staff at the
National Virus Reference Laboratory (NVRL) at University
College Dublin analysed tests for the disease. Naomi’s
Kitchen, a Feed the Heroes supplier, delivered a total of
4,790 meals to the NVRL between March and June. The
kind messages presented with each delivery recognised
frontline workers’ efforts and demonstrated the public’s
appreciation, providing the inspiration necessary to
persevere in their jobs.
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FRONTLINE WORKER COMMENTS
ABOUT FEED THE HEROES

Laboratory staff are hidden generally from
public view so it was great to be included,
and daily reminders that someone was
appreciating the work we were doing.

A simple idea which made a massive
difference. Thank you.

Thanks for everything, it was all well
appreciated in the National Ambulance
Service Control Centre in Tallaght.

Thank you for your efforts and keeping us
going during the darkest times.

Was great to have a meal when on night
shift, because going home from work and
knowing I didn’t have to cook every day
was very helpful.

Thank you again. You caught a moment
and demonstrated the togetherness and
generosity of the Irish people is second to
none. Amazing work.

Thank you for thinking of us. We were
delighted with your gesture. From all the
staff, Doctor-on-call Treatment Cottage
Hospital, Drogheda, County Louth.

Thank you so much for your beautiful
hamper which we recently received at
Beechtree Nursing Home. It brightened
our day! Best wishes from All at Beechtree
Nursing Home.

2020

Thank you from us all here at Peoples
Park Medical Centre [in Limerick] for the
surprise hamper! There is something
very special and exciting about getting
a mystery box delivered. Thank you for
all you have done fueling the frontline.
It has been a long hard time for everyone
but made easier by the support and
cooperation from good people like
yourselves and your supporters.

To the “Feed the Heroes gang”, Thank
you most sincerely for the fabulous and
totally unexpected delivery of a food box
this morning to our little Nursing Unit in
the west. All of the staff are blown away
by this gesture of pure kindness sent to
us. Thank you so much, God bless you
all and stay safe & well. Kindest regards,
the Staff at the D’Alton C.N.U., Clarenorris,
Co. Mayo.

Thank you to you both for the food you
have been sending to us in the laboratory
in Sligo University Hospital. In the lab,
we are always the hidden backbone of a
health service, working 24/7 365 and we
rarely get any recognition. It has been so
nice to be remembered through all of this.
It is unbelievable how it changes morale
and we are so grateful.

Thanks so much for your fabulous
deliveries. It really is making a difference
here in the Mater Hospital. It is so much
easier to keep going because of the
substantial, healthy lunch we’ve had and
it fuels us into the evening.
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IMPACT ON BUSINESSES

Support Food Businesses

This helped suppliers to increase their revenue and
provided cashflow so these firms could safeguard

Feed the Heroes aimed to support food businesses

employee roles, and pay rent, utilities and

impacted by Covid-19, and this aim was met.

food distributors.

Feed the Heroes spent a total of 1,351,800 million
on 201,000 nutritious meals and 5,928 care boxes from
111 selected suppliers for frontline staff nationwide.

Effectiveness
of Outputs

Projected Objective

Outputs

Purchase meals

Purchased 201,447 meals
from 11 food businesses

Ensure prompt payment

Paid suppliers in 1–3 days
Total

1. Secure Employee Jobs

Rehire Workers
and Pay Salaries
on Time

Funds Raised
2. Food Distributors
Supplementary
Revenue

Pay for Raw
Materials

Food Suppliers
Nutritious Meals
Distributed to
Frontline Staff
Pay Rent and Utilities
to Keep Businesses
Operating
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PwC research early in the

Ibec – the largest business lobby organisation in Ireland

pandemic showed that 98% of

– identified critical challenges in the domains of liquidity

Irish businesses anticipated a
discernible impact upon annual
revenue, with approximately
80% of organisations expecting
a decline exceeding 10%.

as businesses struggled to access credit and maintain
adequate cash flow, and lost sales due to the deferral of
orders or temporary closure of outlets.
Feed the Heroes aligned with the needs of food
businesses in the pandemic by purchasing large volumes
of meals, to help suppliers spread fixed costs such as rent
and wages, and by providing a source of revenue for the
businesses during lockdown. Feed the Heroes also sought
to settle invoices quickly, to reduce financial stress for the
businesses involved.
When surveyed, 90% of suppliers to Feed the Heroes
said that being involved in the campaign commercially
benefited their business. In addition, 95% of suppliers
surveyed said they received timely payments, which
helps to reduce problems with cashflow.

CASE STUDY: Suppliers get a boost from Feed the Heroes
Sweet Beat Café, founded in 2015 is a foodservice firm
offering fresh organic and vegan-friendly meals in Sligo.
Crust Café serves coffee, sandwiches, soup and readyto-go meals in Cork. The Kitchen is a family business
in Donegal that provides paninis, bagels, wraps and
sandwiches. In the Covid-19 emergency, these firms could
provide only a takeaway service, negatively affecting
revenue and raising the prospect of liquidation. Feed the
Heroes rejuvenated these restaurants by purchasing 1,989
meals from Sweet Beat Café, 20,659 meals from Crust
Café and 1,460 meals from The Kitchen. This auxiliary
revenue source contributed to the survival of these firms,
ensuring their operations remained uninterrupted and
their premises could reopen when restrictions allowed.

2020
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SUPPLIER COMMENTS
ABOUT FEED THE HEROES

Being involved with Feed the Heroes
helped keep my business going for 3
months, and kept myself and 3 other
people in full time jobs. I will be forever
grateful to Cian and Feed the Heroes for
this. Also it was fantastic to be able to
feed the frontline staff.

This is a fantastic cause for both
healthcare professionals and all those that
have sacrificed so much of their time and
social and family lives to help with this
pandemic, including the self-employed
restaurateurs.

Glad to be able to help our healthcare
workers in some small way.

Feed the Heroes has saved our business
as well as creating so many grateful
frontline workers in Cork. Crust, our
coffee shop and sandwich bar will reopen
in limited form on Monday. This would
not be possible without the great work
of Cian and Feed the Heroes’ Team.
Well done and thank you.
#40
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An amazing idea. This got hot food to the
frontline every day. As for our business,
it kept us ticking over and will never be
forgotten.

2020

IMPACT ON DONORS

Feed the Heroes nourished a charitable spirit among
donors and meal suppliers alike.
Approximately 80% of corporations that donated to
Feed the Heroes said their involvement in the project
encouraged future participation in community outreach.
74% of meal suppliers surveyed admitted that their

Engagement

involvement in Feed the Heroes motivated interest

Model

in future philanthropic initiatives within their local
communities.
83% of individual donors conveyed a desire to continue
or increase philanthropic behaviour owing to their
experience with Feed the Heroes.
Feed the Heroes has produced a project ‘playbook’,
documenting the core lessons from its operations.
The playbook is intended to help future emergency
response initiatives, from establishing activities through
to disbanding. Individuals are free to use the playbook
for non-commercial purposes with appropriate credit
to Feed the Heroes for the original work.

Rugby will keep running for charity
The Big Rugby Run was a pioneering campaign that
raised 40,000 for Feed the Heroes through a virtual
relay challenge. The inaugural event, launched by PSA
Academies, saw 1,700 participants running more than
6,000km to support frontline workers nationwide,
supported by former rugby players for Connacht
and Leinster.
Inspired by Feed the Heroes’ activities, The Big Rugby
Run has now established itself as an annual initiative
to help various charities.

2020
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DONOR COMMENTS ABOUT FEED THE HEROES

My name is Fiachra and I am seven years
old. I wanted to give you five euro from
my savings because the virus is super
strong and try your best to stop the virus.
Thanks a lot you’re doing a great job
minding sick people.

I thought it was such a simple idea that
could really help the frontline workers.
They were putting their lives at risk for us,
so least we could all do is to provide them
with good food. I also loved that small
businesses were being supported.

It is uplifting for the people of Ireland to
see, at this terrible time, how the national
response to what we all face has shown
some great moments of human spirit
through initiatives like Feed the Heroes.

I so admire the selflessness and humanity
of our medics and carers. Their vocation
is to help and they do it so admirably, I’m
truly humbled.

Stay strong, we all appreciate the risks you
are taking each day and hard long hours
you selflessly give to saving lives.

True real life heroes, the face of humanity
at its strongest. Forever grateful to you all.

We will never be able to thank you all
enough for the selfless work you are doing
every single day. The LEAST we can do is
feed you all.
Thank you for this wonderful initiative.
And thank you to all our healthcare
staff for their dedication, courage and
commitment, they truly are heroes.
I think you are all amazing people who go
to work every day and put your own lives
on the line. We will forever be indebted to
you all.
#42
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I’m one of those for whom this virus could
be a death sentence! More than once,
these heroes have saved me. Thank you
for then, and now. Stay safe and hope NOT
to see you this time ‘round! Thank you,
thank you, thank you!

2020

CONCLUSIONS

Feed the Heroes aimed to alleviate

It raised money to buy meals and snacks from restaurants

the stress and hardship associated

and food businesses hit hard by lockdown and supply the

with the Covid-19 pandemic.

food to frontline workers under pressure due to
the pandemic.
A 25-strong team of volunteers drove the 14-week
initiative, which set milestones to keep motivation strong,
adhered to the Charities Code of Conduct and developed
a platform operating model to meet the requirements of
stakeholders (frontline workers, businesses and donors).
Analysis shows that Feed the Heroes operated efficiently,
and showed an economic use of time, expertise,
governance and planning.
The project successfully enhanced frontline workers’
morale, assisted the treatment and mitigation of Covid-19,
commercially benefited food businesses at
a difficult time and engendered a spirit of charity for
the future.
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FINANCIAL
REPORTING

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Statement of Income and Expenditure for the period from
establishment on 15th March 2020 to cessation
of activities on 30th November 2020.
Income

000s.

GoFundMe donations

913.9

Corporate donations

502.4

000s.

1,416.3
Expenditure
Food supplied to front line workers

(1,351.8)

GoFundMe fees

(31.5)

Other expenses

(3.0)
(1,386.3)

Donations to other registered charities
Closing cash balances

2020

(30.0)
0.0
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INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANT’S REPORT

Private & Confidential
The Board of Trustees
Feed the Heroes
M103 The Media Cube
IADT Dun Laoghaire
Kill Avenue
Dublin
A96 X6X3
8 March 2021
Dear Sirs
Report of KPMG to Feed the Heroes (“the Initiative”) of factual findings in relation to the financial
information of the Initiative
In accordance with the terms of our engagement letter dated 3 March 2021, we have performed those
procedures agreed with the Board of Trustees of the Initiative and set out below relating to the financial
information as presented in the Statement of Income and Expenditure (the “Financial Information”) from
the period of establishment to the date of cessation of the Initiative’s activities.
Our report has been prepared for the Initiative solely in connection with performing the agreed upon
procedures on the Financial Information of the Initiative. It has been released to the Initiative on the basis
that our report shall not be copied, referred to or disclosed, in whole (save for the Initiative’s own internal
purposes) or in part, without our prior written consent.
Our report was designed to meet the agreed requirements of the Initiative determined by the Initiative’s
needs at the time. Our report should not therefore be regarded as suitable to be used or relied on by any
party wishing to acquire rights against us other than the Initiative for any purpose or in any context. Any
party other than the Initiative who obtains access to our report or a copy and chooses to rely on our report
(or any part of it) will do so at its own risk. To the fullest extent permitted by law, KPMG will accept no
responsibility or liability in respect of our report to any other party.
Our engagement was undertaken in accordance with International Standard on Related Services 4400
Engagements to Perform Agreed-upon Procedures Regarding Financial Information. The procedures
performed were as follows:
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1.

2.

3.

Income
i.

We agreed 100% of “Go Fund Me” donations to bank statements and remittances from “Go
Fund Me”.

ii.

We agreed 100% of Corporate donations to invoice, acknowledgement of donation and bank
statements.

Expenditure
i.

We agreed 100% of the amounts paid in respect of food supplied to front line workers to
approved purchase order, invoice and to bank statements.

ii.

We agreed 100% of “Go Fund Me” fees to remittance statements from the counterparty.

iii.

We agreed 100% of the amounts paid in respect of donations to other registered charities to
bank statement and remittances.

Closing Cash Balances
i.

We agreed the closing bank balance as disclosed in the Statement of Income and Expenditure
to the underlying bank statement.

In performance of the above procedures we found no exceptions.
Because the above procedures do not constitute either an audit or a review in accordance with
International Standards on Auditing (Ireland) or International Standards on Review Engagements
(Ireland), we do not express any assurance on the Financial Information of the Initiative.
Had we been engaged to perform, and had performed, additional procedures, an audit or a review in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing (Ireland) or International Standards on Review
Engagements (UK and Ireland), other matters might have come to our attention that would have been
reported to you.
This report relates only to the elements, accounts, items or financial and non-financial information
specified above and does not extend to any financial statements of the Initiative, taken as a whole.
Yours faithfully

KPMG
Chartered Accountants
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APPENDIX
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FEED THE HEROES IN PICTURES
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www.feedtheheroes.com

